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Executive Director
Pamela Koss describes
Portland: “The
Northwest has a high
in the crown...
concentration of glassworking people, and
The Glass Art Portland is a jewel in
Society is
the crown....

Michael Curry, one of
the most sought-after
puppet designers in
the world (he designed
the puppets for the
The Lion King)
Broadway musical The
has his own
Lion King) has his own
company right outside
Michael Curry,
Portland and also
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At least a
dozen
hatmakers

Sweater Heads’ hats,
although made in
Astoria, are well
received at the
Portland Saturday
Market.
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Portland area
landscaper

The landscapes he
creates act as a

Dad.

There is no period ending
the sentence.

in the crown. . . .
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The Lion King),
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CMS requires commas
around parenthetical
phrases. 6.24
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The
act as reflections
landscapes...act
of

CMS mandates plural
forms of words ending in
"s" end in "s's". 7.16
Number-verb agreement.
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reflection of the beliefs as a reflection
and values of both the
of
artisan and his
customers.
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Furniture
Makers:
Against the
Grain

Furniture Makers:
Against the Grain is the
partnership of two
artisans, Joel Verdon
and Malachi Milbourn,
who build and finish
primitive styles of
furniture by re-using
old wood.
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Falcon
Apartments
was built in
1909.

“I got into this concept
of trading housing for
[security]. … I started
wondering

re-using

reusing

Compounds formed with
prefixes are normally
closed as per CMS 7.85.

]. ... I started

]. . . . I started
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“Community and
Wannamaker’s
diversity are two
vision,
components that I
Ch. 20, embodied in
think add a lot of
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the
intrinsic value. … I tried value. ... I tried

value. . . . I tried
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“Part of that vision is to
collect … some of their
By trading art
work so that it stays
for affordable
with the building. …
rent
There’s
collect ... some

collect . . . some
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“Part of that vision is to
collect … some of their
By trading art
work so that it stays
for affordable
with the building. …
rent
There’s

building. ...
There's

building. . . .
There's
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Scale and
Authenticity

Custom-stock artisans
produce some
handmade items in
volume as well as oneof-kind specialty
orders.

one-of-kind

one-of-a-kind

Idiom

Artisan
clusters
facilitate
resource

In Chapter 12, Endicott
speaks of an obligation
“to give away whatever
we create here … [and]
the more we give the
more successful we’ll
be.”

here ... [and]

here . . . [and]
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Grammar. (Also, doesn't
the phrase "location,
location, location" belong
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Portland’s
As they say in
wealth of
marketing, its “location,
public places
location, location.”

its
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Actions by the public
sector are important
because they can
remove barriers to
innovation; create
structures of support
and legitimation, and
open markets for
artisan products.

either both
semicolons or
both commas

Independent/dependent
clause rules.

beer, wine, and
spirits

Serial comma 6.18
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In Chapter 9, music
writer S. P. Clarke
found this to be true of
Portland’s indie music
scene: “most bands
don’t want to be on a
major label” because
“major labels can suck
Purist artisans the vitality out of an
remain small
artist.”
scene: "most"

scene: "Most"

Dialogue after a colon has
the first letter capitalized.
6.61, 6.63
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Custom-stock artisans
produce some
handmade items in
Custom-stock volume as well as oneartisans
of-kind specialty
produce
orders.

one-of-kind

one-of-a-kind

Idiom
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Scale-to-market
artisans are willing to
scale up and distribute
their product as widely
as possible as long as
they can continue to
create a craft-based,
quality product.

product

needs italics
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innovation; . . .
legitimation,

In terms of the public
sector removing
barriers to emergent
artisan industries, the
most compelling
examples have been in
Ch. 21, Actions by the
the beer, wine and
beer, wine and
pdf 198 public sector
spirits sectors.
spirits

Scale-tomarket
artisans

